Across:

2. The Milky Way is a ________
3. Why the visitors came to the B&B
5. At first David wished he hadn’t left this state
6. Another word meaning universe
10. The Deputy’s last name
11. What the Deputy calls the B&B
13. The name of Grandma's B&B
14. What Scrub was going to miss playing back home
17. Videos of David in costume ended up here
19. The head of the Police department in town
20. "Greeting and Review of Alien’s Disguise for Earth”
22. WA
25. What David called the three alien boys he took camping
26. A town you might like to visit on your summer vacation
27. “The Study of Life in the Universe”
28. David plans to practice during the summer to be ready for this challenge back home

Down:

1. ET
4. Who stayed at the Intergalactic Bed & Breakfast?
7. Who did the sheriff take camping?
8. He could not go home
9. David's nickname
10. How the guests get to Grandma's
12. Author of Aliens on Vacation
15. What Mr. Harnox drinks
16. What David needed to keep
18. Who David was going to miss playing sports with
21. Grandma called her guests this
23. The lead female character
24. The river they camped by